
JTL USER GUIDE SUCTION PRESSURE OPTIMISER TYPE: OP1xx

ENTERFUNCTION BUTTON

SCROLL BUTTON

ALARM DISPLAY

Electrical Installation Requirements
Care should be taken to separate the power and signal cables to prevent
electrical interference and possible damage due to inadvertent
connection.

CE Conformance
This unit conforms with the relevant EU standards when installed
according to the JTL Installation Requirements for this product.

Inputs
None used.

Outputs
None used.

Use of Maintenance Unit
The monitor can be checked and the operation adjusted using a JTL
portable maintenance unit which plugs into the monitor.  Each item of
information has an item number.  The more important items are listed in
the tables overleaf.  Examples:

To read item 111 press:

To set item 40 to 10.0 press:

To correct errors press:

To select next or previous ite ms press: 
and

Initial Commissioning
The controller has a set of data built in to its program for use during
commissioning. This can be accessed by setting item 9 to 1234.  This
loads into the controller a standard set of data.  Adjustments should
then be made as necessary.

The unit number for the JTL communications network should be set on
item 1.

Panel Controls

Pushbuttons

Function To select required function.

Scroll Press this button to scroll through the list of
“functions”.

Enter Press this button to set the selected function
(if allowed)

Display
Displays the current output states by cycling the display through the
optimising pressure or alarm condition.

oFF Unit disabled
Or Unit on override
FAIL Network communications failure

The display can also show the selected function.

Optimiser Override Mode
The optimiser function can be overridden using the display
pushbuttons when this feature is enabled.  (Item 150 set on (1)).

Press        the display shows “Func”

Within 5 seconds press    

Press          until message “Or” appears

Wait until “oFF” is displayed

Press              if allowed “on” should appear

Press          until the display shows “data”

The display will return to displaying the optimising pressure

Note: If override is not available, then “- -“ is displayed instead of
“oFF”

Control Strategy
The OP1xx suction pressure optimiser monitors evaporator
performance and computes the appropriate operating pressure
for the plant associated with the monitored evaporators.

To do this the function is transported between the evaporators
and plant control equipment via the JTL network.  The data is
routed according to the unit’s network identification number set
on item 1.  The unit number is in the format PEE.N where P is the
plant number (range 1 - 8) EE is the evaporators group no (range
01 - 48) N is the sub number within a group (range 0 - 9).

Typical example of numbering of associated evaporators, plant and
optimisers:

Plant eg 200.0
Evaporators eg 201.1, 209.3
Optimisers eg 200.3

All the above units are bound together automatically.
The optimiser works in conjunction with the JTL plant controllers
which can control up to 3 suction lines.
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The current evaporator operating data are delivered to the optimisers. 
Included in this information is the current operating mode eg defrost,
drain down etc, operating temperature and setpoint.  This information
can be reviewed on items starting at 410.

To use this information the optimiser has to have programmed in to it
the evaporator to be included in the optimising function and which
suction line the evaporator is connected to.  These details are entered
on item 201 - 248 and 301 - 348 respectively.

All evaporators that are to be included in optimisation have to be
added into the optimiser.  Each of the evaporators are then sorted in
reverse order of performance where the units which have the worst
error (the difference between the setpoint temperature and the actual
temperature) is placed at the top of the list of worst evaporators for
each of the 3 suction lines.  Evaporators that are on defrost, defrost
recovery are discarded.

This list is visible on items as follows:

Suction Worst 2nd
Worst

3rd
Worst

4th
Worst

LT Systems Unit No 112 114 116 118

Error 111 113 115 117

HT Systems Unit No 122 124 126 128

Error 121 123 125 127

Satellite Systems Unit No 132 134 136 138

Error 131 133 135 137

A further selectable number of evaporators can be discarded for each
suction line.  These are set individually on items 403, 406 & 407.

Setpoint Range
The maximum and minimum settings for pressure can be set
individually on each suction line.

Suction Min Max Current Value

LT Systems 40 152 151

HT Systems 50 154 153

Satellite Systems 70 156 155

Forcing Functions
The optimised setpoint may be forced for test purposes to
particular pressures.

Suction Forcing Value Activate Forcing

LT Systems 161 162

HT Systems 163 164

Satellite Systems 165 166

While the maintenance unit is plugged in the controller will remain
in the selected mode permanently.  Once the maintenance unit is
unplugged, the controller will revert to normal control after 30
minutes.

Temperature and Pressure Units
The temperature and pressure readings can be displayed in various
engineering units as required.

Temperature can be displayed in Celsius or Fahrenheit using item
178.  Pressure can be displayed in psi, bar and kPa using item 179.

Historical Information
The average optimising pressure rise is calculated over various
periods and can be displayed as follows:

Suction Hourly Daily Weekly Monthly Quarterly

LT 45 46 47 48 49

HT 55 56 57 58 59

Satellite 75 76 77 78 79

These averages can be initialised by setting item 199 to 1234.

Daylight Saving
When connected to a JTL network this controller can operate by
displaying daylight saving time for its time and defrost schedule. 
Daylight saving operation is selected by setting item 18.  The
connected network controller then adjusts the times automatically
during the daylight saving period.
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ADJUSTABLE PARAMETERS OP1xx

Item Function Range Units

1
18
40
41
43
44
50
51
53
54
70
71
73
74
140
150
152
154
156
178
179
199
201-248
301-348
400
405
406
407

Unit number
Daylight saving enable
LT suction pressure setpoint (initial or minimum value)
Low optimising LT pressure rise alarm tolerance
LT error deadband temperature
LT optimising time constant
HT suction pressure setpoint (initial or minimum value)
Low optimising HT pressure rise alarm tolerance
HT error deadband temperature
HT optimising time constant
Satellite suction pressure setpoint (initial or minimum value)
Low optimising satellite pressure rise alarm tolerance
Satellite error deadband temperature
Satellite optimising time constant
Disable optimiser
Enable override
Maximum optimised LT pressure setpoint
Maximum optimised HT pressure setpoint
Maximum optimised satellite pressure setpoint
Temperature display unit choice
Pressure display unit choice
Initialise averaging arrays
Evaporator unit no (JTL unit numbering is mandatory)
Evaporator suction group
Number of evaporators included in optimisation
Number of “worst” LT evaporators to discard
Number of “worst” HT evaporators to discard
Number of “worst” satellite evaporators to discard

0.1 - 899.9
0 - 1
-5.0 to 20.0
0.0 - 5.0
0.0 - 2.0
1 - 240
-5.0 to 60.0
0.0 - 5.0
0.0 - 2.0
1 - 240
-5.0 to 50.0
0.0 - 5.0
0.0 to 2.0
1 - 240
0=enabled 1=disabled
0=disabled 1=enabled
5.0 to 20.0
15.0 to 60.0
5.0 to 50.0
0=Celsius 1=Fahrenheit
1=psi 2=bar 3=kPa
1234 only
0.0 - 899.9
0=not selected 1=LT 2=HT 3=Satellite
1 - 48
0 - 12
0 - 12
0 - 12

psi
psi
°C

psi
psi
°C

psi
psi
°C

psi
psi
psi

OTHER USEFUL ITEMS

Ite
m

Function Item Function

45
46
47
48
49
55
56
57
58
59
75
76
77
78
79

141

Average hourly LT pressure rise (psi)
Average daily LT pressure rise (psi)
Average weekly LT pressure rise (psi)
Average monthly LT pressure rise (psi) (4 weeks)
Average quarterly LT pressure rise (psi) (12 weeks)
Average hourly HT pressure rise (psi)
Average daily HT pressure rise (psi)
Average weekly HT pressure rise (psi)
Average monthly HT pressure rise (psi) (4 weeks)
Average quarterly Ht pressure rise (psi) (12 weeks)
Average hourly satellite pressure rise (psi)
Average daily satellite pressure rise (psi)
Average weekly satellite pressure rise (psi)
Average monthly satellite pressure rise (psi) (4 weeks)
Average quarterly satellite pressure rise (psi) (12 weeks)
Current active optimising LT evaporator temperature
error

142
143
144
145

146
151
153
155
161
162
163
164
165
166
402
403
404

Current active optimising LT evaporator unit number
Current active optimising HT evaporator temperature error
Current active optimising HT evaporator unit number
Current active optimising satellite evaporator temperature
error
Current active optimising satellite evaporator unit number
Current optmised LT pressure setpoint
Current optimised HT pressure setpoint
Current optmised satellite pressure setpoint
Forced suction LT pressure setpoint
Activate forced LT pressure setpoint
Forced suction HT pressure setpoint
Activate forced HT pressure setpoint
Forced suction satellite pressure setpoint
Activate forced satellite pressure setpoint
Current number of LT evaporators optimising
Current number of HT evaporators optimising
Current number of satellite evaporators optimising

Supply and Input Requirements
230 V ac 48-62 Hz, Supply 6 VA maximum, Inputs 2 mA maximum

This unit conforms with the relevant EU standards when fitted
in accordance with its installation instructions.

Note The information contained in this document applies to the current
version of the unit supplied with it.  Full operating manuals, item
number and software variation information can be obtained from
your supplier or JTL Systems.

Applicable Documentation
Item Numbers Doc No. 02079
Firmware Variations Doc No. 02083
Wiring Diagrams Doc No. 02049
Installation Requirements Doc No. 02505
Operating Instructions Doc No. 02504


